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About This Content

Customize your truck with your country flag! A choice of four unique paint jobs will come handy if you feel you need to show
your affiliation...

Gondolier

Arcimboldo

Italian Flag Metallic

Italian Flag Decal

All of these themes are applicable to any in-game truck except for 8x4 chassis configurations.
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Dual core CPU 2.4 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTS 450-class (Intel HD 4000)

Hard Drive: 3 GB available space

English,German,French,Italian,Korean,Simplified Chinese,Russian,Japanese,Portuguese,Polish,Danish,Dutch,Finnish,Norwegia
n,Swedish,Hungarian,Czech,Romanian,Turkish,Bulgarian,Greek
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Amazing game, if this is just the start i can't wait to see more,
for a early alpha this game have less truble than game that i played in past after the release date.
the game is a classic RPG with a really nice tactical turn base system combat,you can move , attack or cast,
fight are balance and weakness really nice, even the climatic situation have influence on your spell.
i cant really wait for more content to test.. Good dlc plenty of treasure chests with good items, also gives a lot of exp from the 3
maps. Heaven's Vault is an interesting and fairly unique game. It's all about exploring ancient ruins as an archeologist, looking
for ancient artefacts and writing, and piecing together a dead language through the game as you try to make sense of the ancient
history that permeates the science fantasy setting.

The visuals are great, but the game is a bit of a slow burner. Often you will wish for a sprint button or a way to speed up the
dialogue of "I think I got this word right \/ wrong", etc. It's also a pity you are somewhat on rails - you get to explore most
locations only once, and if you don't find all the bits on that one go, you're out of luck until New Game Plus.

If you have some 15 odd hours to spare though, it's an enjoyable experience you don't get much of from other games.. This is an
amazing game. You have rogue-like elements and gameplay that is similar to borderlands. For terraria fans, this is exactly like
the 3d terraria that you've been asking for. Highly recommend this game to any role-playing game fan.. 7 and 8, both are 1000
miles above that f2p abomination called 9. But then everyone knows that now. What esle can be said aside from go read all the
positive reviews, (negative ones are baldergash) and then imagine it's written here....you got my view. Had no tech issues and
loads of fun.. Good thing I got this when it was on sale
Fun game tho. This game is really cool. I've been looking for a dragon riding sim, and this is awesome! I can see how it would
make some people dizzy, but it didn't bother me. I wish the dev would add more levels or longer courses, but otherwise the
execution is spot on.

Btw, we play on top of a little kid's rocking horse to give the senesation of really riding. It's a blast.

Edit: since writing the intitial review, I discovered 4 courses for each race type. So, it turns out my wish above was already
granted. One small wish: make the race time more prominent so that my friends and family can directly compare our best
times.. If you're leveling the commando, this pack is a must! Dr. T's Lead Delivery system kicks butt!
And, hey, each weapon is only $2....you can afford it.. Not that bad as the reviews say, i don't know why people hate on this
game, yeah it has bugs, and some levels are near impossible, but i enjoyed it. Finished the main campaign in 30h. The main
thing i don't like are generic enemies, they are almost all the same, Stronghold Crusader had so many characters and they were
all unique, but here they are meh.
Not a bad game, but not that good, miles away from Stronghold Crusader and Strgonhold, but still enjoyable and addictive.
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In this game you're a lad. A wizard stole your body and you're going after him. On each "level" you got to kill the wizard but it's
somewhat required to pick up some crystals on the way there as they are your health and your power which you use to charge up
your attacks (make your attacks stronger).

The gameplay itself is somewhat fun. You run on the platforms in the direction the third eye shows you. You have some
enemies on your way. Mobs get stronger the more wizards you kill, which is neat, but you can kind of go past all of them with
your jumping skills. The mobs drop crystals, so sometimes it would be a good idea to kill one or two. In general this game is
neat as a time waster, but it's average. Ish.

Lil' Sucky Gameplay to go with the review.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pJLLs9E5qoA. Another lit \ud83d\udd25 Batman game
Don't look at the negative reviews
If u liked the previous Batman games you will surely like this one too
And again an excellent story.
Absolutely loved it \u2764\ufe0f
. Fun game really good music. Well, DoA6 is now out, and they never even fixed the online play in this one (Can sit forever in
the lobby with all regions enabled and allowing to fight from the lowest rank to the highest)
Add in the absurd amount of DLCs, many of which have a comparable price to the actual game, and it becomes clear that DoA
is a cash grab these days (DLCs are fortunately not needed as most of them are costumes - Still, the price tag alone leaves a foul
taste in my mouth)

It's an OK enough game if you can find enjoyment in single playing a fighting game, but other than that, can't recommend this,
and won't pick up DoA6 because of experiences with this game (And the day #1 season pass for 100 bucks)

Search elsewhere for your fighting game needs. bukly and simplisitic
maybe worth a dollar. Simple and quick, yet always fun to play.. Would I recommend this game? I wish I could tell you. Some
sort of strange glitch has robbed me of a key for this game. It will not boot and Ubisoft will not respond. The game has been
released for about 2 years and its still at 59.99, so its not as simple as buying another key. Just be careful, I guess is what Im
getting at.. great game!
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